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WEATHER FORECAST
KENTUCKY: Cloudy end not
so cold, with some i•leet or
onow_ tonight and -Friday'probabli beginning in the
south portion this afternoon..
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Local Campaign For
March Of Dimes Not
Up To Quota Miller
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Drive For Funds To Fight
Polio Ends Next Saturday
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The Calloway County quota for
the March of Dimes is falling short
.,. this year according to Present
cations. Claude
ude Miller, -chairman of
drive. mid this morning.
The quota for Calloway this year
Is $2850. One thousand cards were
mailed out for individual eontributions at the beginning of the drive
January 15, said Miller, but so far
only about one fourth of them
have been returned. This indicates
that individual donations are falling down this year, he said,
although
business
contributions
have been a little better.
The total cost of an aver-ige case
of polio is from $2.000 to $2,500,
Miller pointed out
This includes
hospitalization, medical treatment,
and braces or crutches. Last year
there were four cases of infantile
paralysis in Calloway County.
Residents of Calloway County
'should be more anxious than ever
before to contribute to the March
of Dimes. Miller thought, in view
of the fact that an iron lung was
donated to the Murray Hospital 1115sociation for use in this area. The
iron lung was furnished without
cost to this community by the Kentucky chapter of the National Foustdation
for
Paralysis,
Infantile
through the efforts of the Murray
Rotary Club.
•
The iron lung. which is currently
• 4
on clisplag_MAke Bank of • Murray,
is valued at -approximately $3.000.
This is more than the entire quota
for the County this year. Miller
pointed out.
" The iron lung is used to produce
artficial breathing when the respiratory muscles fail as a result of
paralysis caused by poliomyelitis.
Many victims of infantile paralysis
have had their lives saved through
the availability of an iron lung.
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.TREASURE HUNTER
STOPS DIGGING
FOR PIRATE GOLD
GREEN COVE SPRINGS. Fla.,
Jan. 29 (UP)-G. B. Mobley, 80year-old treasure hunter who sank
. a 30-foot hole into this town's main
7 street looking for $4,000,000 in pi.
rate gold, gave up his digging to- day but ordered his excavation crew
to make one last try at finding the
• • gold.
He told them to sift all the sand
from the hole for gold dust.
"The gold is there." he said.' "the
rod can't be wrong."
Mobley used a homemade divinPt ing rod to find the spot at which
_
to dig
He said. the rod almost
jumped out of his hands when he
I
• held it over Walnut street.
,
"It must be gold dust instead of
gold bars or coins," the crippled,
-half-blind old prospector mused.
"The dust has been mixed with the
_papd and we just couldn't find it."
Mobley and a crew of excavators
spent the last three weeks digging
'up Walnut street with a steam
_ shovel, a crane and a coffer dam.
Their last try was blasting the bottom of the hole with dynamite, but
they failed to turn up the pirate
- Chest.
The project was financed by Dr
H. H. Humphries of Jacksonville.
Fla., who paid out over $8,600 to
rent the digging equipment
He
now also must forfeit • $1.500 bond
he polled to repair the street in case
no gold was found.
Neither Humphries nor Mobley
was discouraged as they directed
the loading up of the digging
equipment.
"We've got four other gold-hunting expeditions in mind," Hum=
phries said. He revealed that he
• was going to Palm Beach to confer with a wealthy dowager. Mrs
Hula Crocker, widow of a former
Tammany Hall leader in New
York.
Mrs Crncker is interested In letends of 37.000,000 In gold under
water off Florida's west coast. he
said. Mobley will go 'long towddbcote" the -gold according to "Hie
scientific principle" of his divining rod, Humphries salt
-
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Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon,
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1948 County Basketba+11
ournament Begiv;
Touite At Seven-i1irty
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URAL Hazel Meets Junior Colty
PROPERTY SHOWS For Opener In College Gym
HUGE VALUATION
RS AR
LOOKING FOR NEW
CAGE OPPONENTS

SOLDIER ANUS
BILL INTRODUCED
BY LEGISLATORS

"

__Freakter
The _soldier bonus issue-longdor
.
tart
icesuockyeared its
here today with introduction uy
a group of legislators ;of a $800
bonus for all Kentucky veterans
of World Wars 1 and II-continJ. L. Linn, 79, died of complied- gent upon success of a lottery
tions at 3:46 this morning at the amendment to the Constitution
legalizing sweepstakes upon the
Houston-McDevitt clinic.
.
Kentucky Derby.
Survivors include three daughThe proposal, offered by a group
ters, Mrs: A. I.. Courson, Davenport, of legislators headed by Rep.
Iowa; Mrs. E. F. Martin, South Paul S. Jones, Democrat. Covington,
and including Kenton and CampBen, Ind.; Mrs. Orvill Anderson,
bell County House members and
Murray; three sons, Porter. Linn, others would provide:
Detroit, Mich.; Jesse Linn, Atlanta,
If successful. a Kentucky Derby
Ga.; Charles Linn, Paducah; two Sweepstakes Commission would be
half-sisters, Miss Della Linn, and set up composed of five members
appointed by the Governor at
Mrs. Caleb Alton, both of Padusalaries of $4,500 each year and
cah; and one half-brother. Tom with a $100.000 annual appropLinn, of,Buchanan, Tenn.
riation at their disposal.
•
Linn was a member of the First
Tickets would be sold upon the
Baptist Church in Murray where Kentucky Derby with net profuneral services will be held at ceeds going into a bonus fund for
200 o'clock .Friday afternoon under some 375.000 veterans of both
the direction of Rev. J. H. Thur- World Wars.
man and Rev. B. B. Sawyer. Burial
Revenue bonds are authorized
will be in the city cemetery
by the proposal to constitute a
Pallbearers will be Clyde G Linn, 'first lien upon the net proceeds of
Hugh Terry Linn, James H. Linn, the lottery sales.
Joe Pit Anderson, Gene T. Linn,
Veterans would be paid in muland Gustan St. John.
tiples of $100 each, and be entitled
The J. H. Churchill funeral home to receive payments until $600
is in charge of arrangements. The is reached. Jones and his associates
body will remain there until time propose to offer the bill today in
for the funeral.
the House

MURRAY POPULATION - 5187

The 1948 basketball tournament
Of WaTrOivay "
- unty gets wait---at---ther-, Carr -Health
Building on the college campus.
Hazel High School is heavily favored gainst N.lursay. Training School
in the first' game vililar is scheduled to begin at 7:30. The second
game of the evening, which should
get underway about 8:30, will be a
contest showing Lynn Grove in action 'against Almo High School.
Although Lynn Grove was favored .earlier in the season, their
recent performances have been below par. and Alma is expected to
have a good chance
a viceory.
At-any rate the &infest is predicted
to be one of the closest games of
the tournament. If Hazel wins the tilt tonight
they will meet New Concord Friday night. The winner of the Lynn "
Grove-Almo game will be pitted
against Kirksey Friday evening.
Officials for the tournament. are
"Jynx" Mason and Willi-am Gibson
of Mayfield.
ftalph Wear will
'serve as official scorer and T Sledd,
timekeeper.
Jim Moorf; football coach at-tbe
college, is tournament-- manager.
Moore said today that county basketball fans are showing a greater ,
interest 'in the annual classic this
year, and a capacity crowd is ex.
pected to fill. the gymnsium.

property
-Farm
in. Calloway
county is now worth more than
$9,551.000. an4 rural homes here
and 'throughout the state are in
the best condition in history,
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Richmond. Va . Jan,, 29 UP -A
basketball team of veterans who
lost the use of their legs in the
More than •75 per cent of farm war and who play in wheelchairs
dwellings in Kentucky and the looked for new opponetfts today
AUSTRALIAN PIANIST, Allison Nelson, is scheduled to
• after winning their third victory
South are in exZellent conditiln
appear in a concert at the auditorium of Murray State Col.
without a loss here last night.
repairs
minor
as
need
such
lege Monday, February 12, sponsored by the Murray Wo- or'
The latest victim of the Charpaipting or general maihtance, the
man's Club,
ioteers of McGuire veterans hosper
cent
Only
61.1
rxrt revealTd
pital • here was the University of
were, in good tfpair in 1940: The Richmond. whose cagers bowed in
report was based on Bureau of a wheelchair tilt last night. 28
to 24.
e
the .Census surveys.
The Richmond athletics. played
"The rise in farm incomes and
in wheelchairs just like the-veto
property values since 1940 has
erans, under a special set of rules.
been accompanied by a great inAfter four ten migote quarters
crease in the number of rural
the college team was arm-weary
homes equipped with such modern
and convincingly defeated.
conveniences as electric lights:
After licking a college team.
showers
bathes
and
and
runtiled
- Miss All'son Nelson is being though she was only 17 at the
the paraplegic veterans figured
B.
Ortman,
said
ning
F.
water.presented Monday. February 12. time Ormandy was so impressed
they could outwbeel any team in
in a concert at the auditorium of with her talent that he arranged chairman of the, Council's resi- the , nation. --The-McGuire squad
committee.
construction
dential
Murray State College. She is being a scholarship for Miss Nelson at
sends chairs to opponents a WCCK
Electricity, foil instance, has gone before a game.
brought here
by the Murray the Curtis Institute of Music in
Womans Club, and is considered PhIlb.delphia. She 'is now a pupil into hundreds of thousands of
The *erne is basically the same
one of the greatest pianists ever of the famous concert pianoist. the nation% rural dwellieigs stnce as played by able-bodied athletics.
Ortrnan
More
than
noted.
1940,
to appear in this city.
Rudolf Serkin
The 10-second rule is suspended
In the spring_ of both 1146 and 59 per cent of all farm homes now and players cars.pitt_ the.. ball in
-Miss Nelson,- blonde, charming
lights,
in
electric
contrast
have
lo
their laps. pump twice and- coast.
and 20 years old is a native a 1947 Miss Nelson played with the
Then must pass or dribble be- HOUSE
Australia. Her uncanny musical Philadelphia symphony orchestra, 313 per cent in 1940.
More than 32 per cent of rural fore taking another two pumps..
abilities were discovered at a very with Orrnandy. directing. She has
Richmond coach Mal Pitt said
early age, and she began concertiz- appeared in many other eastern dwellings in the United States
ing at the age of ten. By the time cities where music critics have today have running water, and he told his team to win and they
she was 14 she had played with expressed their approval in most 20 I per cent have private baths, did their be,st. They matched Ale
every major orchestra in the com- flattering terms. She was heard according to the Tile Council re- veterans in the straightaway, but
monwealth. Her repertoire included last summer on Mary Martin's port_ In 1940. 17.7 per cent , had the paraplegics showed their exprogram over the NBC network. running water and only 106 per perience- on snap turns and back
some 20 concertos.
WASHINGTON. Jan 2 IUPi--•
cent private. baths.
tracking.
Miss Nelson had a scholosship
The House opens debate on the
A temperature of 28 degrees industrial section to 50 per cent to the Royal Academy of Music
Republican-sponsored $6.500.000.000
above zero this noon gave Murray of normal fuel supply. In Dayton in London, which she would have
tax reduction 'bill today amid •Dema chance to begin thawing out and east Liverpool, no gas was accepted but for the outbreak of
rren County Champs , aliratic forecasts that the measure
after two days of near zero ther- allowed for industrial use; limited the war she was "discovered" for
as it now stands will never become
•
mometer readings. Although the amounts were available for com- Americans by Eugene Ormandy,
a law.
mercury still was below freezing, mercial users.
conductor of fhe Philadelphia symLeaders of both parties agreed
Lockridge and Ridgway. Incora bright sun made it feel much --TH-e-Ohio River Valley
that the bill would pass the House,
.
was one pnony orchestra, when he was
porated.
63-year-old
Mayfield
furwarmer, and began thawing some
making a goodwill tour of Ausprobably on Monday. But Demoof the coldest regions in the nation,
niture concern,'has parchaied - the
of the ice and snow.
tralia during the war
The Murray High School Tigers,
' crats said the margin of'approval
today.
and
the
situation
there
was
When Ormandy was on tour. F. N. Gardner Furniture Co. of will play host to the Park City
would fall short of the two-thirds
The mercury dropped to a low
majority needed to. override Presof three degrees above zero again getting wane. More than 20.000 Miss Nelson was twice scheduled Paducah. it was announced this basketeers Friday evening at 7:30,
ident Trumani aeliatipated -veto,
last night, for the second time steelworkers, miners and rivermen to atar tinder --his direction. al- week by W. H. Brizendine. presi- according to an announcement by
dent of the Mayfield (Wm.,.
Coach Ty Holland.
House Speaker Joseph W. Martin
this winter. At. 7:00 o'clock it wefe 'idle in the Pittsburg area
The company will take over the
ST. LOUIS NATIONAL STOCK:- said that supporters of the bill
Park City will come to Murray
had climbed to 17. and everyone
for the third consecutive day
Gardner store next Monday morn- with an outstanding record. The YARDS. Jan. 29 iUP)--(USDAI-e might not be able to muster a two-hoped that the rise in temperature
ing The store will be closed a team is champion of Barren county. Livestock:
Eleven coal mines shut down in.
would continue.
thirds vote _this time, but he added
week While repairs and redecorat- They defeated Cave City and Glaswestern Pennsylvania when ice
-A new cold- wave sweeping down
Hogs 12.200. salable 11.000; mark- quickly:
ions
way,
are
according
choked the rivers and prevented
under
to
gow to win the tourney and they et uneven: weight* 170 lbs. up 50
CHICAGO. Jan 29 4UP b-Pr;"Tike but that goes to the Presifrom the Uudson bay ares. today
Brizendine
barges from hauling out coal. duce:
are strong in Region 5 play
threatned further industrial shutto- 75c lower than average Wed- dent will have the support of twoproduction was cut by an estimatThe
Hollandmen, after going nesday; some later sales $1 lower; thirds of the members of Congress."
Poultry 13 trucks; steady; no
downs in eastern states where
MARKETS
AT
A
GLANCE
ed 40.000 tons a day
down to Neat _before the inVprov- lighter weights 25 to 50 off. Sows
price change
Martin's statement amounted to
,
more than 241.000 workers already
The extreme cold extended easted Mayfield 'Cardinals, should be mostly 50c.
an acknowledgment that the SenCheese: Twins 45 1-2 to 16:
were idle because,.of fuel shortages.
tower.
Bulk
75c
spots
Stocks higher in moderately ac- on ,their way "up" for this encounward and southward from its cen- single dasies 47 1-2 to 48 1-2;
of good and choice 180 to 250 lbs. ate would make some changes in
Meanwhile, the north central ter in the Ohio river valley today.
tive trading.
ter Miller. usual starting forward
Swiss 74 to 77
26.75-27.215; top 2723: later• sales 27 the bill and trim t`e.overalloloss
states which -icing had born the - icy Philadelphia experienced its coldBonds higher: U. S. Government for the Murrayans, will not see acButter: 280,891 lbs; 93 score Mt;
down. AO to 300 lbs. 26.25-28.75: of government revenue. Even-some
blasts sweeping down from Canada est weather of the year. It was extion Friday night. He was injured
90 score 88; 89 score 87 Carlots: bonds did not trade. -Rouse Republicans admit privately
300 to 325 Ilia 25.75-25.25: 160 to 170
enjoyed generally mild weathor.
Curb stocks higher.
pected to remain cold in' New Eng- 90 score 88; 89score 87 1-2
several - days ago and did not parthat the $6,500.000.000 is pretty
The mass of warm air moving
land through tonight and turn coldEggs: 19,122 cases: steady t -Chicago stocks higher.
ticipate in the Cardinal game. • •
steep. south across the midwest had been
75;261-00
26 7
O5
, 12
1
0
3
0Ib
1
2
1
.
5
:41
pig
16
25-2
22
01
75
5;
to
:
11 5
Sliver unchanged
'NeW York
er Friday. The temperature In the irregular; extras I, 43: extras,
"This year's Tigers have waxed
The House bill. spensored.by Rep.
-scheduled to move eastward and
sows 450 lbs cliaTi 24-2450; over
north and central portions of New 3 and 4. 42 1-2 43, standards 1 at 74 5-8 cents a fine ounce.
WiirrIl and then cold, but 4 believe
Harold Knutson. R.. Minn.. Ivould
break the prolonged cold seige
23.25-23.75;
17-20.M.
450
_
stags
lbs.
generally
England was
near zerd and 2, 42: 3 and 4. 41 to 41 1-2:
Cotton futures irregular.
the boys will give Park City a good
increase personal exemptions from
there. Hot hope for relief in -Ohio.
Cattle 2150. salable 2,000; calves $009 to WO, cut tax rates
Gretna in Chicago: Wheat, gun. ball game tomorrow night," Holor below, with a minimum of 19 current receipts 41 to 41 1-2;
from
Pennsylvania and New York was
salable.
800.
Market
all
moderately
below at Presque Isle, Me.
oats and bark;futures irregular.
10 to 30 per cenL and extend the
land said.
dirties 38 1-2; checks 37 1-2
shattered by cold winds driving
•
active and fully steady on few con- community property principle
down from the Hudson bay.
-sigriments ef medium
to
good income-spl.ttinst to
atates.
A blizzard swept into west censteers at
ic
tl
hasses
e
While the House argued over
tral New York from the St. Lawbulli
s*itiOc
rlY taxes, the Senate was in recess un.
,
erence Valley, Wising highways
higher.
lens and til trirnorroW. These were the deand stalling freight trains. Watermixed yearlings 20-26; good. cows velopments:
s
town. N. Y. was buried tinder a
21-23: common and medium beef
Subversives-Sen. Joseph H. Bali.
10-inch snowfall.
Editors note Why ans we having war and millions of gallons of oil percent in 1947 over 1946. The Oal 1000.000
gallons of fuel th.s cows 17.56-20; canners
and cutters R.. Minn.. accused- the treasury of7
U. S.. weather forecasters at an oil shortage' To answer that that fueled the world's biggest Heat Institute reports that ..782.387 year' This is approximately twice
1430-17: good beef bulls 22.50-23: virtually subsidizing at least eight
Chicago hid the eastern cold wave question the- C. P. questioned navy.
more oil units were installed last the farm consumption of six years
medium to good sausage bulls 20- Communtst-front organizations by
would aggravate the. fuel shortage executives of the interior departDoes government stockpiling in year than the year before. There ago
2230: cutter and common bulls 17- according them privileged tax stain Ohio and Pennsylvania. .where
ft and its bureau of mines; the anticibation of another war con- are now nerly 3.000.000 heating6 Matiy tankeit "Were destroyed 19; good add
,choice vealers $1. tus. He said that although Attormany industries 'already had been American Automobile Association: tribute .to the shortage' Army and, units in operation and the end is during the war and due to the
higher at 213-34=.-common and fhed- ney General. Tom Clark has brand_forced te-shut down.
American Petroleum Institute, Navy men say that it does not not
sight.
steel- shortage have not been reium strong to $1 higher at 16-26.
ed them "subversiye.": the treasForecasters- predicted' tbils- new represenUng oil companies: the that there is no stockpiling of ...el
3. Railroads are converting more placed; so that ther are not enough
Sheep 1.200. all salable. About ury lists them among "Charitable,
cold front would reach northern Oil Heat Institute of America; the for nationel defense at the oireseet and More from steam _ta :diesel tankers to bring oil from the gulf
Ohio and Pennsylvania be tonight. Maritime Commission; the Assoc- time. The Army and Navy 'wish locomotives The American Petrol- coast to other parts of the country 1.300 head on sale earl'.- inclnding religious, scientific, literary or educational" enterprises.
Hence, he
and would cover both states by to- iation of American Railroads; the they contd, but storage facilities eum Institute eatimates that diesiel
The Association of American rail- about 400 held from day before.
said, contributions to them can be
Morrow.
Department of commerce; and the above and below ground are in- engines in 1948 will burn 70,000.000 roads says there are now in operat- Couple loads of good and choice
Written Of on 'the donor's income
Approtimately 200,000 workers U. Hs Army and Navy.
adequate.
barrels of oil. In 1941 they used loin about 123.000 'tank cars or but not toppy' woolo lambs at
tax return.
were laid off in the Detroit AutoNeither the government nor in- only 25,000000 barrels. 61 '631 10,000 less than during the war 25_55: deck ...fed Texas 25.25: best
Marshall Plan-- Secrebiry _ of
BY JAMES C. AUSTIN
mobtte area at midnight last night
dustry foresaw the big demand locomotives in order now only It Of this number about 10.000 are lambs • held around 28: market
when industrial plants shut down- United Press Staff Correspondent for oil that has- developed since of 20 are the old time coal burning by the carriers 'themselves to hail around.2.5c lower than Wednesday. State George C. Marshall served
notice that he 'wants a 32.300.000.WAOHINGTON. Jan 29 (CPI- the war. Supply and demand are steam engines.
again in compliance with a reoil and water ftif their ower. use.
090 "cushion" left in the original
quest of the Michigan Consolidated Reduced to its simpliest terms, the out of balance because:
4 American industrial production
7. The steel shortage has preappropriation or the European, reMARCH OF DIMES
Gas Company
reason for the current oil shortI Today there are some 2.700.- is expanding and the American vented oil companies form drilling
'cowry program.- Marshall conENDS JAN. M .
The ciamiiany said it did not so is that more oil is being con- 000 more motor vehicles on the Petroleumelnstitute estimates that more wells and building more retends that such a margin is essenhave enough oil to Make sufficient sumed than eysr. before Oil pro- highways than in 1941, before this yeasi-indoe4ry--vet44--sseed about fineries.
•
Anil for advance purchases.
.
artificial gas for the area Dom- duction has not increased fast rationing. The biggest gilii7Tri 17,000.000 barrels of lubricattfig oil
(Another dispatch tOmonInv
•
estic users may be hit hard "within enough to -meet our'needs.
motorized
transportation
is
in _This would be.,18.8 !ler rent -more *ell how much oil America conMeade Miller, chairitian pf the
a few days." the company' said,
New civilian uses and increased truces and buses which use more than industry used in 1946.
sumes. where it comes from. what lAgaDaiga. asks that people nand
unless they cut down wherever civilian consumption more than gasoline an
oil than passenger
.5. Farm prosperity and the in- Percentage of it is imported and ia aui cards and contributions as
February 5-Mr's. Bertha Graham,
possible.
make up for the millions Of gal- cars do
creasing availability of powered exported and attempt to estiinate seen as possible. Money can he
Feb. 5---Will Rob Walston.
The East Ohi
Gas Company lons of gasoline which poured
2 Oil heati
units for homes, form machinery results in an esti- how long the current shortage will mailed to March of;Dimes. Box 175.
Feb 20-Mrs. Ara 'Walston.
.
limited north.
n Ohio's heavy through allied aircraft during the offices and factiaries increased 27 mate that farmeni will use 2,821,- last.)
,
4
Murray.
Feb. 24-Mrs. Lizzie Hopkins. leased
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Slight R,Ilief Is Felt
Here From Cold Wave

Mayfield Concern
Purchases Furniture
Company In Paducah
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THE LEDGER-AL_ TIMES
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P.r,BLIEMEMi BY TUT CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY.
Consolidation of The Merrily Ledger, The--Calloway Times. and The
Times-Herald,-October 20. 1928, and the West K-erittiektan January 17, 1942
W, PERCY WILLIAMS, PITILISHER
JAMES •C WILLIAMS. GENERAL MANAGER
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Better Farming

•

Published aftehlocins except Sunday at 103 North 4th St . Murray. Ky.
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'Wonder Man,'Shy of Arm and Leg,.
Shows How to Overcom
e Handicap
•

•

•

9xFoRD. Moae

41.1P5=-Williain With amazing dexterity. He ea
Ryback
Bethehem, Pa., is a "boot a football, .for instance,
one-armed wonder, -And-- a one- straight through the uprights while
legged wonder. too. --bManced soley no the single crtiteit
Best at Swimming
Ryback lost his left arm and
MS leftleg,J,p .g_reilw_ey accident _In swimming he's at his hest_
when he was 11 • years old.
Using a lunging stroke. Ryba..1
At the age of'26. he has behinda cuts through the water v.-Oh -a
him an amazing. r
-.despite Ins speed" and endurance that made
handicap
'..my -a Joao-armed
Now a sophomore law student in swimmer give up. Jost to 'add frostthe third of his class at the Uni- ing to the cake, he can do'acornversity of Mississippi. Ryback
plete back somersault off the higit
reads, holds one degree froip ------ Temple . University in Philadelphia.
Ryback is no slouch on the,
A star athlete, he is a nimble
wrestling mat either. Weighing
particieant in
handball, tennis
aina 15E1 pnamoichejig”res_
softball, football, and sleimming.
tip the scales at about 200 With his
Ryback is a realist. When he
other arm and leg. But, despite nis
suffered his childhood injuries, he
difficulty, a lot of the campus boys
made up his mind 110. lie let the
who consider themselves strong
loss of his *cobs' jet a psychologgive him a wide berth in the gra!).
__kat •griti ate Lim. He worked hard piing ring.
and adapt..1 himself to conditions.
•
A,member of Phi ,Delta Phi, naNot Sensitive
k. Not Sensitive -particularly about tional honorary legal fraternity.
his missing members. Ryback has Ryback even has overcome th3t
"DOGGY"
TEA PARTY—A teacup is just large enough to
- developed the remaining.arm and final bugaboo of most law students
.kold seven-ounce Black Boy, a six-weeks-old Chihuahua
leg to a remarkable degree. And— — he'tearned to. type with • one
puppy belonging to Mrs. Louise Williams of Lo's Angeles. The
probably most important—he has hand, banging along at a respe.2table rite of 30 words a minute.
pint-sized canine has a giant ancestry, his father being Blue
developed his mind to keeness.
Sponsored, according to the reWhen he was graduated from
Boy III, registered with the American Kennel Club. Black
Temple in, 1945. Ryback enrolled quirements of Pennsylvania law.
Boy eats a half-teaspoonful of food three times daily,
at the law school of the Univers't by Justin D. Girolanio, a Bethle_
.y,
RYbc
plalta-k—
"
or Penns-Or -van:a. Forced by illness •
return
Pennsylvania
to
next
year
to withdraw, he turned to the south
to take the bar examinations and
and the University of Mississippi.
At Ole Miss' he's won a lot of start his final apprenticeship as a
.
respect and has earned the good- law clerk.
The $175-8200 monthly income I go to a liberal arts college a
natured kidding of his mates. a
ceilieg_for veterans taking _esittcal-1high 1tehool or similar institutiot
I .1SSC4)
fact lag _ereuungly 4lovepyetif 4.__a+CHICAGO_ IMANS_To CUT
itiatote
r-Tirtm
uorci
len--or- 'Arai-nine- -under otooiaitana .. A. You-may enroit in inly-le
sign he's aCcepted- as one—a—the
:ry drop of
CHICAGO ilTP)—Chicago alder- of the G.I. Bill affects only sub-, approved educational institution or
boys and not as a freak.
He gets around with the aid of a men are considering a plan for cen- sistence allowances.. and • does not training.establishment offering the
crutch, a support which he wields tral heating, air conditioning and limit actual wages or salaries which course of training which VA haa
electrical systems for the Loop veterans may receive.
found you need to insure your
which sponsors claim would cut
times a year. _
Veterans Administration officials proper rehabilitation in line with
smoke volume in the area 50 per said that although fhb law pro- your own desires..
spread phoicent.
ie croppiags
vides that no subsistence shall be
Q. I have a G. I. loan and now
_ Cost of the project is estimated paid beyond the point where wages have lost My job? Does the law
c
This also
at se5,000.000 'and plans call fur and subsistence together total $175 permit me to get the additional
cud fertilizer
completion two to three years after monthly for veterans "without -de- benefit of readjustment compensaChronic bronchitis may develop tt it is authorized.
pendents. or $200 with dependents, tion?
to keep the
your cough,chest cold,or acute bronThe Chicago Loop Co-operative there is no limit on wages or salachitis is not treated and you cannot
need not be
A. Yes, you are entitled to readafford to take a chance with any medi- Association, backers of the plan, ries which - may be paid veterans in
ten less-litter
justment allowance. Your home
cine less potent than Creornulsion estimates that 86 per
education
or
training
eerie-et
status.
all
Gan has no' bearing on your right
Which goes right to the seat of the
trouble to help loosen and expel germ Loop buildings could be served.' In cases where wages and sub, to unemployment compensation.
ise as dry as
laden
phlegm
and
nature
aid
to
lere 13 good
sistence. combined exceed the linak, you shouts apply to your state unsoothe and heal raw,tender.Innen:led
CRIME DOESN'T PAY
tatiOns, the subsistemar paymetts employment service to receive re-i
rafts eat the
bronchial mucous membranea.
MEMPHIS, Tenn. i UP) — The are reduced accordingly to keep adjustment allowanne.
d one-hulf or
Creornulsion blends beechwood
creosote by special process with other sheriff received a ,postcard from within the ceilings. If wages ex)01 space per
time tested medicines for coughs. Parkdale: Ark., addressed in
his ceed limitations to the extent that
It contains no narcotics.
ng and care.
No matter how many medicines, care to a prisoner whose arrest had no subsistence can be paid, veterby
But it would
you have tried, tell your druggist to been reported
newspapers.- ans still may contirfue • their edusell you a bottle of Creomulsion with "Have just caught up )vjth you." cation or training undh the Gr.
it) his magic
the understanding you must like the the postcard
read. "Appreciate
si profit from
Bill. -latit their. enrollment will be
The American Red Cross bought
way it quickly allays the cough, perrnhout good
_ muting rest and sleep, or you are to if you will send me the little ac- charged against their period of about 43,000 blood tranfusion reyour
count
have
money
due
back.
me."
(Adv.)
eligibility.
it first Breed
cipient sets from
war surplus
Q. What should the veteran do stocks, War Assets •Adriiinistration
if he is not satisfied with the job- said today. Built for .war-time use
training he receives?
in the field, the sets were sold to
A. Thatle-a-friiiifer for the ve
AITL7Tor'111- cents each,- They cost
eran to decide himself, but it might the government 90 cats. It is unbe advisable for him to seek the derstood -that sets will be used in
counsel, of a VA training 'officer. the Red gross blood-bank camHe can always diseentinue his paign.
training:, or with VA's permission,
.•
_
he can switch to another_traLni
__War Azsgts • Administration baa
establishment,
set aside all its inventory of surQ. Will my disability compensa- plus fuel oil for ,the use of the
tion be reduced if I go into train. Forces in orcter to reduce
ing under Public Law 16 or under their purchases from current pethe G. I. Bill?
troleum stocks. In addition, about
lp are
A. NU. •
one million gallons of surplus gassands
Q.--Will VA pay tuition for a oline and diesel oil will supplement
rh the
veteran to attemii- school while he military requirements. However,
their
Is taking on-the-job training under some petroleum, hydraulic and
'
the G. I. Bill?
ordnance oils with good lubric
A. Yes. VA will pay for such ing characteristics; some
FirestoneGuaranteed
7 "Big
schooling if his course of study is gear oils and aluminum soa greases
aceive
related to the vocation for which and some OD No. 0 and.OD No. 00
BATTERIES
ancial
he is in training, or if the school greases suitable for atitomotive and
e procourse is prescribed and reconi- farm use, are Still in WAA invenas
k
""
mended as a part of his job-train- tories. Details can -be secured at
fotchavoe
ing.
any WAA Customer Service Cenain host
ter.
Guaranteed to give you trouble-free service.
nettle of
quicker
flow
Latest Veterans
- Administration
of power aasurea you quicker starts.
once hii
figures show that 2,323 seriously
To further accele-rate disposal of
disabled World War II veterans in personal property or which there-is
Ohio, Michigan and Kentucky have no longer a normal selling market,
receirred automotive vehicles at gov- War Assets Administration anernment- expense under/the law nounced today a program of donaTO BANK OF MURRAY •
passed by Common in.August, 1946. tions to eligible institutional appli---,go Cost of the vehiclear'was $3.692,652. cants, such as schools and hcspitals.
The law pro
es an autpmobile No.real pgapastp.4641ssalialeel--M-the
or other cepeVyance, at a cost not. -expanded program.
'
to excee
.600. for any World War
Eligible donees are agencies and
•
II vet an who lost, or lost the use Institutions supported by the ,Fedof,, rine or both legs at or. above the eral government or by state and lo„ankle as the result of service-in-, cal governments, and non-profit
curred injuries.
educational and charitable InstituUnder the present law, eligible
veterans should submit their atipli•
cation* 4er vat-Ides at government
expense to VA prior to JtMe 30,
1948.
--

THE VETERAN'S CORNER

Be Quick To Treat

Bronchitis

WAA Sales

-

MEXICAN EXHIBIT
TO TOUR COUNTRY
R TWO YEARS

The National LOugh Foundation

Revista, Industrial of Mexico is
planning final detailson the organization of a 33-car National Ec('nomic Recuperation Railroad Caravan that Will tour the country
during the next two years,--it was
The train is scheduled to' depart
from Mexico City on February 29,
and- will visit every state of the
country bringing to the people a
practical demonstration of the
latest industrial progress that the
country has registerg during the
last few years.
This two-year trip is considered
to be the bigt.tat ,promotion stunt
ever to be undertaken by a governtions which are exempt from taxation under Section 101161 of the
Internal Revenue Code.
So far as possible, the, program
will be co-ordinated through the
established state purchasing organizations, -oho, in turn, will be expected to co-ordinate the distribulion a property to eligible public
and non-profit private educational
institutions within lbeic
bounchines:—
Saddles, saddles, saddles-24,276
of them—were sold recently by the
Cincinnati offlee., War Assets Administration at an average price of
$7.2L Mort of them had been eitirised for use by the cavalry in
World'War I. A Kentucky bidder
hoped to make a profit by selling
them- to farmers; however, most of
the bidders planned on stripping
them and using the leather tc make
purses and other leather items.
At the same sale two Tepresentatives of the Finnish government
bought "just about everything because it can be used in Finland".
The pair reported that in the past
four months they have pu• chased
about s2,501,000.00 worth • of surplus merchandise—from automorve
parts to dental equipment. Their
purchases are be in g financed
through the loan recently extended
to the Finnish government by the
United States. It is understood
that
N art apurchastng commission from
is now on its way to the
United States to make purchases
under similar credit terms.

COMEDIAN OF THE YEAR—Jimmy Savo (right), the popular little pantomimist, receives
Illtinha Award frOm Bob Seallon for being narned "Comedian of the 'Year for 1947_
The ,fact that Jimmy performs on one artificial leg, the result of a recent amputation, does
notseati to handicap him. Presentation took place at the Gag Writers Institute's annual
shindig held at the Hotel Pennsylvania, New York.
ment to bring about a largerIndut- products shown aboard and take
trialization of the country. .
wholesale ord'e'rs for future de,
12,000,000 the number of persons
2. Its second purpose is mat,
that are expected to visit the,train. during its trip of two years, it will
This Caravan forms part . of the help establish distributors in many
Government's program to make the towns and cities in which the procountry industrialization cqpscious, ducts displayed are not, known.
A Memphis, Tenn., dairy llas
as well as promote the sale at Mex3. The third purpose will be a established a milk route in Graves.
ican products...that—in some cases public exhibition from 1:00 to 11:00 county and is paying $5.76 a hunare considefed-as gOncl, if not bet- o'clock. open to the general public dredweight for 4 percent milk.
ter, than similar imported goods. to try and educate the millions
of
Russell county Utopia _club mern- -Many U. S. concerns with factories Mexicans the need of purchasing
hers sold 45 calves for $15,208.81,
in Mexico will be represented.
articles that they are not consum- the
average price being-S35 a hunOf the 33 freight-cars, it will in- ing at present and make known to
clude its own'Radio station, a car them the fast progress that- their dredweight."
Walter House of Twin Branch
with a ,200 KW power plant. 22 ex- country has Made.
hibition cars with special alumnThe cost of this Industrial Cara- community in Lot-n.0 county reinum show-cases, and 11 flat-cars van will run over 2% -million pesos ports good results in growing Kenfor agricultural and carnival equip- and the amount that will be ac- land red clover.
ment.
Five foreign students at the Uniquired in wiled during these two
I. As this Caracan will be in years that -it runs throughout the- versiltof Kentlicky spoke at meetevery town on an average of 3 or 4 Republici-of Mexico is not ca
ings of Harrison county homemak-.'
days, it will be opened to retailers lated yet, but estimated highsin ers clubs.
for a private showing from 10:00 Mexico there exista a poor system
A Sew hundred wild ponies still
to' 1:00 o'clock at which time spe- of merchandising and a backward roam the
Bank of North Carolina
cialized salesmen Will explain the distribution of merchandise plan.
and are rounded up each year.
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CHEVROLET
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by BUSES of

WESTERN KENTUCKY STAGES

ry
You tray eat Ito Amato of our
AGE EXPRESS sortie.. It is th• mast
way to get packages out 1,1 • harry.
When you comidior rii• tint* seoid, the
cost is small. Ask our agent sibout.
unclisa pack•oes, of almost any kind.
to •ny denotation on our routes.

•

Q. I am a World
- War I veteran
and would like to know if there is
any limit for filing a claim for compensatien for disability caused by
my war service?
A. There is no time limit set for
filing clairritor compensation under
existing legislation..
-.4-4-was-told that -my-disability,
which I claim eras due to service.
cannot be service-connected because I had it before I entered service. Am I eligible for compensation?
A. If VA decides that 'your ailment was incurred in or aggravated
by your service tat the -armed forces
you Will be entitled to receive compensation, if it exists to a compensable degree.
.
—
Q. May I change the beneficiary
to my G. I. insurance by a last wiil
or testament?'
A. No. A change-of beneficiary
must be madeby written notice to
the VA ov;r the signature of the
ineured, and shall n'
-be binding
on VA unless received and indorsed
on. the policy by VA. An original
designation of beneficiary may be
made by the last will or testament.
, Q. Under Public Law HI, mind
go to a vocational school or may

Newertlimarter! Finer!
._

A Weak,Run-Down
Feeling Is Often
A Warning
That The Red-Blood
Is Getting Low

Zr you do not feel like your real Nell, do
not have the urge to be up and doing,
why not check-up on your blood
'strength/ Look at the palms of your
hands, your fingernails, your-lips,'
lobes of your ears—are they pale and off
Color?
Avery day—every hour—millions of
tiny red-blood-cells must pour forth
from the marrow of your bonne to replace those that are worn-out, A low
blood count may affect you in several
ways: no appetite, underweight, no
energy,• a rUtt-down condition, lack of
resistance to infection and disease.
To get real relief you must keep up
your blood strength. Medical authoring*.
by analysis of the blood, have by posture proof shown that WS Tonic is
Mincingly effective in building up low _
blood strength in non-organic nutri—
tional anemia. This La due to the Sae
Tonic formula which contains special
and potent activating ingredients
Also, ass Tonic helps you enjoy the
food you eat by increasing the gaatrie
digestive Juice when it is non-orgarsis
call,' too little or scanty—thus the stomach will have little cause to get balky
with gas, bloat and give off that sour
food taste.
Don't wait? atnerstze your body with
rich. red-blood. Start on MS Tonic now
As vigorous blood surges throughout
your whole body, greater freshness and
strength should make you eft better,
sleep b 'ter, feel better, work better,
play better, have a healthy color glow In
your ale n—firm flesh fill out" hollow
places. Millions of bottles sold_ Get •
bottle from your drug store. 8138 Tonle
helps Build Sturdy Health.

,
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new color
es of design,
smartness
of B1G-CAR
1948 brings you new
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even greater
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new interior lux
COST. And with all its
LOWEST
its
QUALITY AT
. ... the only car in
line in its field.
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Chevrolet's the
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-Action Ride
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Chevrolets
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Personal Parpgraphs
es Guest speakers at - the Kiesinie . Ftee;. Robert Jarman is reported'
Xpliowing a'recent
Club in Union City; Tenn., last to be_improving e.
•
Thursday were Charles Tolley. Pitt
Sykes, Tom Lamb, and Jonn Petit
Butterworth who were- derea
r. Ad; arra Tames. . WiTilarrui- from Murray at the World Jem- have returtikte -from
Louisville
boree for Boy -Scenes which was where theYattended e conventhili - •
held in Moissun. -France, last sum- of the •Kenteeky Press Associatie
1
-.
mer. ._
While the Williams Were a•Way their sons, Jimmy. and Hu -"visited .
-Mr- and 'Mil: --Lawrence-71-acobs- their grandparents,- Mee,
.
• of Paduciter•are in Murray to spend W.. F. Robbins, Paire,--Tenn.
•*• .
_
- the Week vnili Mrs, Jacob's sister,
Mise Mary ShiPleY.`and Mr. and
Mrs. Radish Kyle of Mansfield, 0_,
is visiting her son, Verne Kyle and
will
Mrs. Etein reie .rd;. Mr. Maine
held -at •the First Methodiet
•*•
Mrs. Kyle, Olive Street.
Chut'ch
e•
011iesk instead o12:30,
Thomas and Mrs. narry nowland
Mr. and. Mrs.. Keith • Kelley and
. The' Ceueli Graves Circle of the
'were beeleiesee Thur -ry atterhoon,
With
and chit-''
Lorry,
week
-Wridetrilinktey
spent
last
111a
are la laard /*ay
College Pieshyterian Church will Mr. Kelley's parents in Bardwell.
January 15. at a household shower
dren, Tommy and Betsy are visit•••
hold its regidde monthly meeting
hi the Mime of Mrs Rowland,.h011Linda Melton is a nurse in a IT WAS dawn when Linda and
ing her parents itc Cynthania,,.Ky..
Cltiesige heepital. One of her pa.'
left -ehtehatiele. Pee belever--ert- the rt tinetVe trIT
01 1,
. I
estales. Hanes Oswalt, -Mansfield, this week while Mr. Etinieley
wife
of
young Ieyel lines ogsmist raced along the
tients is Rita Lee,
nut street at 7:30
.,,
•
0., is visiting her daughter. Mrs. tending a business meeting in Lexor. David Lee leaned "Dr. Red" sides of the valley. The murmuring
A. J. Kipp and Mr. Kipp, Payne ington.
Prizes were award,..1 duritig the
because of the color of )is hair), falls of the river caught the first
Friday, February LI •
5 •• *
street.
afternoon to Mrs. Kenton Woodall i
who has charge of a factory hos- spangles of light from the east and
The Worgi Dee of Prayer willhe
ossed it about in gossamer Vial'.
Mrs. E.' C. Sneed of Memphis,
pital in the small town of Herarid Mrs. D. 31.' Thomas. '
I
observed at the First Christian
lOae, Georgia, When Rita uncle A few stars clung with delicate
n visiting her moth'Tenn..has been
Many lovely. gilts were opened
plorateen plan develops.
Church at 2 o'clock-pectedly dies. David comes to tenacity to the pink sky.
be the toeseees after which reWhile the LST deposited the er..Mrs. T-ennie Colson and family
Chicago. He meets Linda and ofLinda hesitated beside David's
She
freshments were served to Mrs
Heard Island party. the Wyatt of 301 Nurth Sixteetate street.
fers her a job in his hospital. She car and gazed out over the valley.
returns to Georgia with him, and
"Look at the stars." she said. "I FINE ARTS DEPARTME.NT Earp was expected to reach the, also attended the hittersl of her
Rule Rowland -Judy Rowland, Mrs
soon motes into his home to look don't blame them for holding on:
Teurmon Knight MrS. Morro WAntarctic mainland before the end grandmother, . Mrs. N. J. Colson.
after his little girl. Diane, in ad- I'd hate to go to bed and lose all
MURRAY STATE COI.I.EGE of January. A landfall was to be Mrs. Sneed is the former Miss- Ople
ean. Mrs. George Wileon and childition to her hospital duties. The this." With a gesture, she iddicated
dren Brenda and Pew., Mrs. Eye- 0
made off the South Magnetic Po'.', Colson.
CALENDAR
••
bead of the Marlowe Mill is Da- all the beauty that lay about them
west of the Ross Ice Barrier, site et
net OliveTe Mr, John .0terbs
Marlowe.
•
Duke
vid's best friend,
David glanced up at the sky.
H. E. eletisley and son, Raymond,
•
Gergroup
of
Little
Mrs. Rafe White. Mei. Robert.Wala
answered.
America.
when
know.
he
'Well.
I
don't
Recently,
Jaweriey• 29
Senior Recital
have just returned from Si, Louis
man Workers caused trouble. grinning. "If I'd been out as long as
ker. Mrs..Selciati Miller. Mrs Ralpr
Jane Griffeti- Piano
Magnetie. hbiervati.uns and soundvisited Mr. Hensley's
Duke fired them. They were they hake, I'd be willing' to 'Call it
Evans: Mrs: J R Arlen. Mies Max
ings would be taken an dthe ship where tiny
Betty
Ann
Wake!'
Cootralto
forced to move out of towneenel
sisler and brother. '
nilfht-"
ine Greg:in Mr, Kenton Woodall
One
defy,
as!,
badly.
Iraye-fsredLinda stee. .
Mrs James Dale Miller, Mrs, H T.
the almost unknown coast of the
February 12
!teeth's! •
vid goes to one of their homes og - 'ettes;..so beautiful, it makes tears
Miller, Mrs Mary Thomas. Mrs'.3
Alison Nelson-ePiano
work.'
a childbirth case. The mother is come to my eyes."
B. Hodges: Mrs Auhry Mari-.'Mr.
critically ill, and the whole fam"Yes. But let's go. And rememe - Spoilsored by Music Department of
The shin Will eeek a base for a
cold
and
and Mrs J H. Perkins end datighl
ily is suffering from
ber. there's so little beauty where
••••••••••••••aaa...,
the MuresineeVoman's' Club
permanent station on the contihunger. The father. August Ru- we're going, you may feel tears of
ter Martha RLh. Mrs Fuel RowCollege
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nent within the Australials-clainwd I
bin. begs David to influence Duke a different kind."
land.- Mr and Mrs Edgar IL wland
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to-take him and the ether tierThey- dr eer dawn the.A `V
•.
.
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La•
5.•
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nal 4.2.44.ualaa
4acth.r....ra
mans back into the mill, but Da- that-'ad -south.-then- oneen the level_
404taaaseask.Roseland. Terry' and .Ronnie EdFebruary 6
Senior Recital
vid refuses to interfere. foi4Ite plains. They stopped in a small,
land. It may take several such trips
wards. Dele
Manpin, Mr. Marrs
knows that Duke is afraid of sab- sleepy town for breakfast: then •
Wilbur Aldridge-Clarinet
to find s suitable base for. a•lan.d..
Rowland and Mi A J Allese.
elate. When he returns home fate turned west to the low. Fed hills.
Naomi Smith-Piano
party. nut h orit ative• sources
and depressed.
night,
tired
that
-"PIUS
is
the
reddest
soil
I've
ever.
These sendteg gift- sweree Mrs.
Recital Malt
8:15
seen." Linda said gazing-at the
Linda is waiting up for him.
e .
Irene Hale, Mrs- Stella 'Dowdy. Mr.
fields alongside the roadside.
Landing the party - on Heard
end Mrs Leeman Bynum and boys.
-------GHAPTER XIX - "These are cotton fields.", David
rsland turned out to be a rani,
Mr and Mrsn, D Poyeer. Mrs: E.
.
told
her.
and
kitchen
nAVID-Sat in the
Niventertnn • task, but the 'Austen
lee Valentine. Miss K-athletet •Loc
"Did the Germans Who moved
'lian flag was raised on Boxing Day.
watched Linda measure out here raise a cotton crop and
hart. Idi and Mrs: itay Mare Mrs.
Dec. 26, just below the 11.006-tout
coffee, make toast. scramble food supplies?"
Lydia" Hersey. Mrs Andrew Wileen.
in the biggest
•.
central peak ofesthe- island
"No. they,came in the fall.'The
. eggs. It was pleasant to sithere
Mrs Will Evans. Miss ,Nieres Bob
Thursday--Senior
.
res
January
29.'
screen event in 3 years I
"They've still-got their fangs and talking to her. She was no bad part is that the, farmers who
Bay Unsuitable
•
Hubbs. Mrs. Je,sse Retide:i. Mies Rook And Thimble
cital.
Jane
Griffin,
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asthem In for sharecroppers
Actors Wavy - •
.laeuf.--Comele Diekson. clspiiisis
cool, efficient nurse took
Martha Nell Redden. Mrs Burbe:
sisted by Betty Ann Wake, con4lieo are iutepiaa a reveeti,d dal loorIng.eAr
Club Meets With
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Mr,
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plies tei•divide.:'
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"fast Brae. Mese Eitel -Lockteirt ar d Mrs. Herman Ross
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poisoe.- Telford waened the ac- i
Jeep Lockhart, Mr and Mrs • WeHer eyes met his for a brief 4n- WHEN they reached the Rubin
ner,...oved,
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'ham V runs II, Mrs Me+tie FuTh &k •ttd Thifuole eiub revel
there._ Dance- with' music by Oho reatt-i-i-id the Oilier. - -the liajt
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•
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•
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For Rent

ROSSWORD PUZZLE
ACROSS
1-Sacks
5-Hail!
18-Ouns
12-City in Rusals
13-Hideout
14-Precise
15-Book by Zola
16-Native son
18-To raise up
10- ro lease again
II -Crimson
12-Pert to era
24 Li
'
. collection
.)II-- Loa eat point
IS-Fateful date
12-Httler

- FOR RENT---One furnithed or Unfurnished apartment H. T---Waldrop. Phone 137.
- 'MOP
FOR RENT--HouSe on corner of
12th and Sycamore. Just newly
decorated. Call 9115, or see Paul
Humphries. •
J31p

Memphis,
her mothind family
treet. She
ail of her
J. Colson.
Ople

1-7;1:vices Offered
k

I

ooa Coverings Installed Business and Residential. Kentile Asphalt tile, Ruboer tile, Keneark
tile; Ceilings, Acoustical tile.
Phone or write Taylor Roofing
Co. Paducah, Ky.
112c
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For Sale ----

OL •

13

Sc

31
36

FOR SALE-See our

AY

7

& Kerley, next to Bank of hfurray.
J3le

44 at

Arlington
TROLL OR CAST WITH IT—Betty Lehman, 17, of
Heights, Ill., examines the Stubcaster, new-type fishing rod
introduced at the Illinois Sportsmen's show in Chicago.
—ShOrt enough to make a neat trolling rod, the design of the
FOR' SALE-1948 model new Hol,
device gives it full-lenath rod action for
land pickup baler and side delivery rake. 1939 model CC Case.
tractors, plow aria disc, suitable Tor
organizations, such as _ the Parent
farming and -belt work, 30 h.p.
Teachers Association. the Amer:See Ezell Bros, one mile east of
cad A,sociation
of
University
Kirksey. J29p
DON'T FORGET our Auto 'Auction Women and...Bolas*. clubs, They
•
FOR SALE-Plenty. .of laundry Sale every Saturaay beginning at helped them set up programs aitçl
train leadsrs who _would serve a
heaters, both two eye and .four 10:30, rain or shine. $2.00
if 'they
eye sizes -Riley Furniture and don't sell, $10.00 if they do sell. seri of verbal traffic cops. directing
A4Mliancescs Phone 587.
J29c , Anybody can sell ... anybody can the talk into constructive chan,
nels,
.
FOR SALE-Pair of work mares. buy-Main Street Car Exchange
The.), shpwed them how to keep
and
Auction
Cu, HepkinsvUle
Sec .Cecil Knight. second house
to a subject. how to provoke talk
ti Ind how
off East Highway on the Almo Ky.
tivehallenge false claims.
Road.
J30p FREE-Two dogs. Excellent pets. And, finally. how to add up the
_
discussion in conelysidie
FOR SALE -Prcway table tap oil One grown. half Beagle. half-wire
. Prominent groups in twelve more
ranges
Built-if) oven. 379.95- hair. One a pup. fourth Beagle. communities, .
including 1.08 Anfourth wire hair, half Spaniel.
Furhiture and
Appliance
geles and Detroit, have enlisted
Calf 374-M.
J31
Co. Phone 587...J30c
their help and evet:y mail brinks
:
I new requests from individuals who
FOR SALE-6-ft, Norge refrigeraCARD OF THANKS have heard. td_institu's.wo
te rk.------tor. excellent conditicin - Loves
We wiah-to 1-K:ink- our many
Studio. Phone 92-j.
J29c friends. relatives and neighbors for
their kindness and words of aym•
pathy shewn us during the sudden
death of our dear wife and Stepother
•
autc-Eaucttc
k-Ra
also we_Aig,s.,_las
extend our
sincere thanks
for the beautiful Thwart offerings.
Especially de we thaiik, Bro. J. B.
By KEN rosin
Hardens:oh' Mee. I.. H PDX'S!. thsrr.
I'nited Press Staff Correspondent
John Brain, and the J it. Churchill
funeral home. (Signed' R. L. Ray
CI EVELAN
i UP 0-The nations
"moct imPortant people" - he
_
postmen-are being mistreated, a
selt-stvled friend of all carriers
«intends
The Post Office Depaitment I, is
a 50-year-old regulation against
idely Revived
postmen smoking while on dilly.
To Gordon Ruth, Sr.. that's unfair. ‘.
"After all." he says..-the mailBy DOROTHY WILLIAMS
United Press Staff Correspondent man is -the most important person
WASHINGTON W. Pe The Old in out lives. Everbody looks for
tawn meeting is baek with a new mail when he is due to make nis
daily stops. but- wt. don't apprelis•k and a new purpose..
It has caught on from Pittsfield.' ciate the arts
Mail Comes Through
Mass., to Los Angel-es; friim gyreHuth pointed out that even in
fuse. N.. Y., to Birrainkhem,__
In install towns and , huge, in- the siterne eof weather the matt
eretaing thinisanda' of men. and comes through Just as it says in
women are getting together -iii.or- the carrier's motto. But definite
the buffeting he takes from mother
•
Reinsert groups --to talk
their nature the postman
isn't allowed
problem".The s-ponsiirs-the non-part," the solace. of tobacco, he said.
The "mailman's friend" has
non-political National histitifte,_
-1-4
Searil Relations. Inc - hope the started a neikinal campaign to
meetings will pay dividends in- a rectify the situation, First he wrote
healthier democracy. They con- to Postmaster General Jesse H.
tend that sost individuals reduce Donaldson. a grass-roots executive
1941 Buick'.
their werriN through 'intelligent , who °nee lugged a mail. sack himgo
.
self.
distussion of common problems
Donaldson wrote back saying it
1942 Plymouth
The groups debate everything
from atomic energy to freedom of was up to the local postmasters.
1938 Plymouth
Cidtelanit Relaxes
religion iind to the weWare of kids
in Cleveland- Postmaster G'uy
in the block.
1937 Oldsmobile
Lucas comprised. He ruled that
Plan Widely Tested
the mail carriers could smnite
Whatever the subject, wherever
1937 Ford
while they waited for their loads
the _meeting, there is is tested-plan
at storage boxes, but still not
1936 Ford
behind The seseitans.
*
v,hile making dellteries.
,ariny Itsed it. to 'help' GUS
That is fine as far as it aue5
1935 Ford
understand why they had been
Ruth Cernmented, but' it's only in
-coiled upon to_fight for their
Cleveland Think of all the thou'
A-Model Pickup'
counts
Now. Dr. Julius Schreiber. Stock- who tire
forced to abstani while
BUY; WE SWAP, ton, Cal.. psychiiTrist. who directed on' duty. ,hc
said.
the
army's
WE SELL
program, is advising
"I have receisied- many letters
civilian
greens in similar talk-it- from mail carriers, which,
CARS
in geffover sessions. Three men who
eral. indicate that I ara the postworked with him in the army and
man's friend I intend to fight this
two. civilian experts round Put the out
to the finish." Ruth said.
Institute's staff.
Incidently. Ruth's interest in
Froth their headquarters here, the postman's
.smokless situation
they send out material and instruc- Is liuwly
humanitarian. He sills
tors for flatting discussion gioups lobsters for
a living.
morind Otte cotintry.
Most
their:servi
ce
.
.le free, paid
Plus TA's
RTEGRASS RESISTS WATER
...ER
for by contributions chiefly from
Because it withstands long perWritten Guarantee
tWe Amtn-lcint Jewfsh CnmMittee. lods under
Water. ryegrass is be
Frank L. Weil, eii-foulider of the coming increasingl
y popular among
PONTIAC CARS
United Service 'Organization. and farmers in the Overflow
sections
Member
Of tile national executive of Boyd county. County Agent
GMC TRUCKS
baited of the Boy Scouts -of Amer- Henry H Pope says many
rreetts
SALES and SERVICE
ica, is institute president._
often flood three to fere times
$ix Cities Selected
each winter and-- spring.
SEAT COVERS FOR ALL
For two'yrs they have tested
MAKES and MODEL
their plan in six communities. SeFifty-six 4-H ctubs-lillee beenlected because of their varying oraanizycl in Carter
county,_watt
etntreeters and- !BM.. —TRey inClUde -1.117 bo,fi and girls enrolled
PHONE-55
ATIentewn. Pa., Canton, 0., Muncie.
A flock of 116 hens owned oy
Ind., as well as Pittsfield. Mass.. Mrs. Gus Kalb of Mason county
, 206 East Main Stieet
Birmineharh ,,and Syracur.
averaged 2,2.13 eggs per •14..- n
.a
J. 0. Patton ;J. B:Watsion
There they v..orita.d. With existine month.,
_
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casting.
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years I
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.day

Monthly
Payment
Plan

be

1-Part of skeleton
2-Rea In Rusais
3-To originate
4-Unpaid aofker
5-Mine exit
S—Thin covering
7-To flniab
S—Like an Apia'
sfiber
19-Hair On nect
11-Lent stand
17-Man's name
19-Cutting tool
23-Memory
24-Cloak
25-To tease
27-Gaelic
29-Plover
,
30-Flight's.% Lila
- 94-Teirang
33-Slight
35-Pliled with
wonder
36-Commander
4I-Snare
43-Rugged crest ,
44-Armed conflicts
45 -Charles Lamb's
pen name
46-Aleutian isiand
48-Game animal 7
19-Wash basin
50-Places
53-To employ

NEW YORK. Jan. 29 , UPIAT:r52 years of experimenting
with professional basketball,' promoters now believe that Inc: sport
finaly will ettain sound majorleague status within the. iicat two
seasons.
Before that objective is reached,
however, a merger of standout
clubs iii the Basketball Association
of Amerree and the older National
Professional Basketball League will
necessary.
Officials of the_lwo friends circuits may deny' the podSibilite of
such a merger, but it was learned
authoritatively today that --prominent ow
.ggiaqa ' "It
sidering a combine of the more/
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Charlie Can't Understand

By Raeburn Van Buten

•

ANC,';712P1.1 Irte.L4e
B BACK!THIS
LIM /A; FDA MEN —

L.

DON'T UNPER5TAND WHY 5HE CdOT
MAD. SHE 5AID 5HE LIKED ME.50I
SAID I LIKEP
THEN SHE SAID
wOuLD I LIKE TO MSS
HER. SO 1 SAIP
EIZTAiNLY NOT!
,

mowr

NOT MICE!!

"THEN iSHE 4A0P WHY N01
;Cliikr
71-1E •
50 SA9 BECALZ.Z 1 ):ATE TC)les4t)
OLP LAPIES ALL
7'AINTEP Ul ANC
SO SHE 60T
MAP AT
SOMETHING!
I

'ED

ce, >505 5,0.••1•••••••• Sr.
to. 155 V S
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LI'L ABNER

Love 'that Manic-Depressive ! !

TREATMENT "S" DID TH'JOB,BOSS!!
"GOOCH IS NCrW A 100% COO'
COOff- HERE'S TH'PROOF -HIS
LATEST 'FEARLESS FOSDICK"
STRIPS!' COULD A %ANC MAN
THINK UP STurF LIKE

By Al Capp
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Conea44- -Muses— --ob-rontour-and-phrase ta'gnile)0u
NEW YORK it.JPi-Viotor's al- into thinking
hers a much greater
'
bum notes for Jacques Iberes I voice than it is actually. Yet there
"Escales.- or "Ports' of Call." ca_l is something rattier precious about
tatrhke
on
lise
kervahtiosireciam
c
un
atia! ihnefruse
ssim
ilu
m
san
tnerefrar
he .
_w
astii
:
h
recyio
ets:
uti
usnfe
at
Paris
and Honegger. he was never. never
is clinging to_thesc alias resurrectthe subject of any controversy.
.ed from be remote past.
Right hut it is not a recommen;
•
daion. Mediocrity dosen't convey
When even a little in doubt,
en-Cough energy to rouse argument.
It can be accepted with utter there is Beethoven. George Sze:I,
pianist, makes his record debut as
equanimity.
Musically, lbert is by Saint- a conductor by leading the CleveSaens our of Debussy and so it is land Orchestra in the Master's
symphony. in B flat. 4Conot surprising that "Escales" ha fourths
- lumbia; four 12-Mch..- alb.' After
More than____iy
u _e_
always regret- it
sterility. The ports _are Palernui.
Tunis-Nefta and Valencia. and thc isn't played more often, foe it :s
dawn breaks with brassy clamor one long poeni.of serene love and
over the mediterianean while the ehntentment. The interpertation is
one of the. finest in this revi,wer's .
feeds shrill and _Sher string
C4laiL i Tit.rnorY and he would place it ,,41 saws vigorously,
'"-Tthe level even of Arturo TWA,...rtgra.4-s-T-n
-2-4,-14)-say-Pkerre-4
,
Forr--riMi-s-rendition. The other currentlY,
teux. "conducting the San F%-zneisco
available on records. ..
Sympheny'. hasn't done right by.
ADAGIO 'IN • G. MINOR' and
his composer. -Contrarily. it IS one
of his customary brilliant joie; THREE MINTIETS, FRANZ SCHUand his men played magnificertly. BERT. iGregor ,Piatigorsky.' gello- •
Columbia:
12-in: single.'
/RCA Victor; two 12-in., alb.' .
Piatigorsky eVidcMtly is litesh out
es
•
Still In the
realm of French if music written especially for
his
ilium- Maggie TeVte returns to -the instrument and sohe has arranged
wax world after a long absence by
four Schubert numbers as conveysinging s.x arias hum antique -op- orsr of
his most remarkable virtutiseras .. French Operaeic Arias: RCA ity.
Nice playing. Maestro.
Victor; three 10-in.. sib,' --Moil-Delos Smith:
signyis, "Hose et 'Colas.% and."Le- I
Deserteur"e Orety's 7Zertilly —
Azor" arid "L.. Table'au Parlarll": I
Dourlers's "Les Oies de-Vatic Phil- t
lipe." and Vergolesi's "La Servli
Padrona." He was Italiars.--bat
Miss Teyte -sines him r.n French.) I
Miss Teytes individual singing, If colds. nab VapoRet,
la throat...chest. Mee., VICKS
style is beyond praise: 'her sem,. some
in moutti, tool ev VApoRus
-

•

Glutton for Punishment

OH ()K.—HERE COMES

- - TIRES —
600x16 First Grade
LEE TIRES
$12.84

.

and Oshkosh.
Unless unforseen
•:hanges occurred in the B.A.A., its
nucleus of six clubs would be Philadelphia. New York, Boston. Chicogo, St. Louis and Baltimore.
,
Our infer:silent, explained that,
after the merger, the improved
Basketball Association of America
could have an easterfl. division that
,included Philadelphia,- New York.
Boston. Rochester. and Baltimore:
arid a western clivisioit that comprised Chicago. St. Louis, Minneapolis; Fort Wayne and Oshkosh.
He concluded.- 'It is my underlanding that no legal obstacles
will be encountered by the National
League clubs •that shift to the
B.A.A. Everyone in professional
basketball realizes that such a
merger , myst be arranged if the
sport is, to be maintained pri 'a major-league basis?'

The World of Music

BOW RAISES RABBITS
-Donnie Ashbrook. a
Ballard
county 4-H club boy. is making
money raising rabbits, according
to Richiird C. Foy, Assistant
-agent,- Each doe-• produces
four to six litters a year. with an
average of iona•n rabbitft in a
litter. Sale is made when the
rabbits ate about two niiiiiiiia
•old an-dWeigh-4 to 4
pounds.
atogt -or 1Jonnie's rabbits are sold
Our source predicted -that the in Springfield, Mining.

NANCY

for
USED CARS -p'
TIRES
SHOPWORK
-Ride now and pay
later-

•

rnMfl

prosperous clubs. Relations between the hoop ;circuits 'provide a sharp contrast to
the hostility that exists in professional football between the National
and All-America outfits.
Whether the new basketball retup can be arranged by next season
is 'Uneeirain: but our source was
positive it would tie installed before
the '49s'50 campaign.
The new and powerful Basketball
Association of America, which has
Madison Square Gar'eleti as its huh.
is playing in lls,second_seasbn._
comprises the following eight clubs:
Philadelphia, New York. Boston.
and.Providence. k. I., in the eastern:dlvision; and Chic-ago, St. Louis,
Washingtott. and- Baltimore-1w -the-

Old Town Meeting
W
In U.S. Cities

.

How many of those 11 clubs
would be included in the proposed
merger? Our source wasn't positive, but he preciicted that four
would be selected to join with Ai(
B.A.A. teams. The four weee

Today's Sports Parade -

Use Our

lay

V•miere II,

BY JACK OLlltIDY
United Pres& Sports Writer

'
Mailman
s Friend
Demands He Get
ight to Smo e

MAIN STREET
MOTOR'S

) C3
54

Notices

ROSBY
;ERALU

50

et

FOR SALE-Warm mortskng stove.
Call 9115, or see Paul . Humphries.

CK...

iesj•-

A

FOR SALE- Cocker Spaniel pups..
pedigreed. sandy or black. 403 N.
• 1691._ Phone 623-J.
J31p

4 "'•
Washington pipitols and the
Providence Steamrollers would te
inf. to sell their franchises-for
about $8,500"e"ach-at the,close of
this season.. - "7- - Be believed that each of theTit=r
six clubs was -either making money
or not losing too much:: for league
attendance has increased 36 per
cent this season over that rawaatered
by..Tate January, 1946.
Meanwhile. the National League
is operating with 11 clubs. There
are six in its Easter.) division: Andertion, Ind.; Rochester, N. Y.; Fort
Wayne. Ind.; Syracuse, N. Y.; Toledo. 0., and Flint, Mich. Five are
in its Western group: Minneapolis,
Ind. The -Tri-Cities" Club represents Moline,
Davrinport,

iii ITHFV101

T EM
OPER0

34—Ca5 in
Washington
36-R1pener
37-Killed
39-Harbor boat
40-Poison
42-To dine
44-To entwine
47-To speak to
51-Height
53-Great Lake
54-Girl's name
55-To observe
56-To camp
51-Apostle Paul's
original name
58-To wander
59-Fraternal
organization
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Railway Hobbyists
Working .on Shine
To Transportation

•fte

North ltork News
"7

I

"ICAAV\cky

eAke's New

We are realty havIrig winter
around here with so mtich snow.
Ws, and almost everybndy has a
By Ray Webster'. Jr.
bad rold.
United Preas Staff Curresp
ll n ii. reh
Keta
itiiiid...skeyrerv
"°
_;tiolottMrs.
s.; he
. r son all _ .poiktha
Ilelo
lL
--_sz, rours_nr.2.1.2.rier
hello to for him a speedy recovery
,Oman
IC It - t must be traveling, but a ill
tric
. .
aschall called to see her Sun- be with 'you'
each: week but. 'n
the I you again -soon.."%ilor'sin on the Railroad.-- is nO Dr. PMAY and again today (Tuesday Dr. 'weather,,bas _been...so bad I at' l' Kentucky Belle
awiteturian's lament- 15-ii group of Paschalf also stopped by to see Mrs. gatherTup Am. news aa ti‘ual. Now I
, •
44isses iteekyist:. They get -tie ' ittathdry, Kr-, „She, sass Out neon{ 0474 wee VI hat I Il. •• b / can orr my 'nay!DR
.
to and from work.
and labor on their own railroad , well fur several days.-.-'.
.
A few days ago Kentucky Belle -' - •
I Dr. Paschall was called to see
..„ every . weekornds-for stun.
•
was again surLMrs. jack Key last Wednesday. Mrs '
Onsa 20-acre site in suburban
I Key is irnProving from about four
prised • while -,-ebe ', APPOINTED
Kirkwood. about. 75 members of the
, 'weeks illness of cold and ' sore
Wa6
wng ni
St. Louis Railway Historical Soci- tI throat. Her Sister Miss Emma
National
I
front
of
Pe :Hooper has been with her fur a
Snares for the bus .
at they"
one dity-avill be a nationol shrine
•.
meek.
to go out home-,
.
to rail tranSportation, avith a , nod i
'
1
She noticed a nice
Dr. Miller was called to seestdos
- in the motorbus throlvn in.
Dr. Herbert Halpert, head of the '
looking lady
!Elmer Paschall Saturday morning
•
Their rolling stoelt-'at present i who is not -so Well.
staring at her for department of languages and litera.
con,ioc of awa•tocomotivek of sub- 1 - - Mr. Noah Holley and ..Mrs. Herseveral mintier*. ture at Murray State College, has
stantial age, a dozen obsolets street . bert Orr are ill with flu. '
Then the starry been appointed Kentucky chairman
cars. a '••• recker or two and a Fifth
Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Irvin and baby walked up to her and said, "I be- of a coramittee to collect ProAvenue double-eh-2liter bus' from of Jackson. Tenn. visited Mr. and lieve I have found Kentucky Belle verbial Sayings for tie AmeriNew York City.
. I Mrs. Bardon Nance Sunday night. by your pictuae ia the paper." My can Dialsct Society.
Their main project now, besides 1 They returned toms with 'them silly answer was "Yes, I haven't
Margaret M. Bryant, proverbs
needling railroad companies for :Monday for a visit in Jackson.
been lost."
chairman of the society and a promore museum pieces. is that of I Mrs. Arthur Jackson is spending a
E. H. Simmons of Evaneville, fes-ror in Brooklyn college made
Saying 1,000 feet of track. So, everY; few days with her daughter Mrs. Incaa spent from- Thursday
evening the appointment in a letter to Dr.
Saturday and Sunday ithe group's'Ruda GI-4i,, moiits :ma iosso h,,1,3; until Satur-day-mornitag- with his Helped outlining The. work.'
members pull on their engineer's girl born January 21 in Paduttah. parents. Mr ana Mrs. J. C. Sim- society.
cans. throw another lump of coal
The national ioeiety is working
lir.. and Mrs.. Geore,-..t. Jenkins roost of North Thirteenth street.
Prances Dee breezed th butte. ands,. _to work.
Florida.
andten_
ATM --FW--FLOHMAA-1411 Fuuttalltp, -tUne_ In_
COLD RECEPTION-Joel McCrea and
vilitaat Oman rise/tails and Rus
Jim Burton of Hazel Route 2.was toward a dictionary- of American
_
of Hollywood to find
comfort
sunny
the
Everybimiy Weeks
from
York
here Mary ROM WOCKI. of Cypress Gardens, shows what fun
Proverbial
Sayins
and
has
local
•
Tuesday
New
dolph Key's
afternoon.
into
in Murray Monday.
The ,famous movie
Of
zero.
instead
flowers
around
beautiful
There,
business
executives
rub
1
hovering
the
South
with
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Paitchall,
it is tbbe in the
the thermometer
Mr. and Mrs. D. B. Byars and organizations in each of the states.
Studios' "They
Enterprise
elbows
with
office
snowballs.
boys
as
they
lay
in
on North WI
e
Dr. Halpert states that a start
'Carnol Boyd and Rudolph Key mother. Mrs. Eunice Grubbs. Bob
couple, who are co-starred
the opening of
track, dig tunnels and generally visited Elmer Paschall Monday.
for
York
Passed This Way." will stay in New
and 'Warren Allbritten, Mrs. Has- will be made in the near future to
rearrange the things they have
'
Mr. and Mrs. Howard Morris, gr. selHrown and children _aL_Har.el set- up groups in various seetions of
the him.
been putting in order since May, and Mrs. Walter Paschall spent IMF
The sia
-Wlo carry oh this work and
in-Murray -last-Thurstalk _istien_the_clutt_was organized. Thursday with Mr. and Mr...- Terry
that he plans to establish. conuititMay
linty part utThe work in-cu
.
- cI I I
As young as the group is. it has Morris'.
tees with represen Ives rom
Little Harrison Thorn of EvansInterested another 25 persons from
colleges'and high schools through- ing folklore that is being done here I Mr. and Mrs. Orval Thurman. Mr.
Mr. and Mrs. Glytin'•Orr and chilat the college. Dr. Halpert states and Mrs. Frank Bucy were Sunday
-Mast to coast who correspor.d with dren spent Sunday with Mr. and ville, Ind., grandson of Kentucky out Kentucky.
Belle, celebrated hit'second birth
By Mrs. Sara Smotherman
'''''
brought me a telephone Wel members to swap ideas.
' "I think that it is. a wonderful that he is interested in collectillexuests of Mr. and Mrs. Rubel Thur.
-.Mrs. Terry Morris.
day Saturday, January24.
February of this year will have message of the
.
opportunity for the students; fac- any folk material of the region and" man and daughters.
passing of my firend ' The museum is on the site of the
Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Morris and
"-• five SundaYs.
ahci-Mis. •Zelna Farris and
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Stom and tam- ulty and friends of the college to plans to do extensive work with
Just ratalrold tunnel west of the children spent Sunday with Mr.
land former teacher Mrs. Mame
sly of Route 5. and Bro. J. C. Hicks- help in this program to collect the his classes through contributions Dot spent - Sunday with Mrs. Addie
Bro, Cecil Page will fill his regMississippi River. Club members and Mrs. Rudolph Key..
.
,
ular appaintment at Pleasant Grove, Waters Liegon of 304 North Sixth are planning to rejuvenate the 410- •Mr. and -Mrs. Clifton Grooms, of Mayfield were 'dinner guests of proverbs of the state," said Dr. Hal- from anyone interested in this type Farris and family and wei•-6-191-CM-of project.
daY night callers of Mr. and Mrs.
street, Murray. bile taught school foot bore, made in 1851. and make Mr. and Mrs. Berthal Grooms. Mr. Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Ross,. South pert.
next Sunday at 11 o'clocii.
Herbert Alexander and Sandra.
I-at Gunter's Plat when youn . it part of the museum's main line. John Paschall,. Mrs. Martha Pas- Twelfth street. last Sunday and atWork on this project is advanc. Mrs. Riley
Wilson. who' -a-a?.
Mr. and ;Mrs. Otis- Falwell spent
Wanes Join In
chall. Mr. One Kuykendall, Mr. tended church at the First Bap- ing in other.states and many of the
_buried at Oak Grove Sunday is sur- Most of the Gantt:. s Flat pupils
Tuesday with Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
The ladies* auxiliary of the so- and Mrs. Coyn Nance visited Mrs. tist church Sunday night.
state groups are coMpeting in the
vived by grown children and was who went to school to Miss Mattie
Linville and Butch.
Mrs. Pernie Mae Thorn and chil- number of- collections turned in.
one a the' agectmatrons Who form.
- Waters have passed A few of the ciety. rtO always against its will, is Name Paschall and Mi lind Mrs.
dren, Mary Ann- and Harrison "b
remain:my- -otter: are Mrs Molly broughr`along to do any chores Oman Paschall Sunday
ne grate retently contributed over
'Yfs. may t•TtitthrelsItternie Linbred near Crosland.
Clanton Thompson, ,her brother possible. But for the most part the
rifles and Mr. and Mrs. William
Mr and Mrs Tellus Orr, Junior Evansville. Ind., came in Tuesday 20,000 proverbs to the society in one
Mrs Ovis Trease was a Pa-tient
_We
are
still
having
wintera.veathat. Will --Clanton. Jody Jackson, Mrs. women lean toward the niceties of Kuykendall. Mr.- and Mrs: Bardon to be with her parents, Mr. and year.
Grubbs last weeksand this week.
a Mayfield Joaspoal
Ellen Taylor Gooch and sister Mrs. railroading, such as dining car Nance visited Mr and Mrs. Ru- Mrs. J. C. Simmons, of North ThirThe president of the college, Dr. era No school at concord or Hazel.
T. W. Gordon visited Mr. and
.
Mr. and .Mrs Herman, „Lassiter Miry Dalton. Mrs. Neva Ellis Pas- china. They collect it and. use it in
teenth street.
Ralph H. Woods, expressed his
dolph Key Wednesday night.
We are thankful that there is Mrs. Otis Falwell Sunday.afternoon.
•
visited in Mayfield. Monday.
Ole Maid, whats wrong with you pleasure in learning of Dr. Halchalt. the former Lucy B. Curd and their homes, at the drop of a sturdy
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Harmon and
Mr and
Mrs. Fred Orr and
no serious illness around here.
'Mr 1111{1 Mrs. Eugene Smother- the writer She also taught- school teacup.
James visited Mr. and Mn.'Goebel
daughter and Mrs. Lula Orr visited now? Get -Silt 'of that dark house pert's appointment.
_
.
man, were recent visitors of rela- at Smotherman of this • icinity.
Our sympathy is extended to
and out-into The white spinsa_an_d
The president of the society is Elmer Paschall Sunday.
Scarbrough Sunday afternoon.
"I'm sure that every.student and
tives near Lynn Grove
31is5 Waters, as she was then. was Dr John Payne Roberts, an Army
Almous Steele visited his mother
Mn, and Mrs. Tellus Orr visited maybe you will feel like answering faculty member knows an interest- Mr. and Mrs. Elmus Wilson and
.
•
The chiLlren are taking
vacs- a Winner of children's affection. psychiatrist
_ ing group of proverbs and proverb. family on the death of thesr oldest Mrs. Annie•Steele and brother Sun-,
Mr and Mrs. One Kuykendall Mon-- my letter.
Mr and Mrs. Luther Wasburn iat sayings that he 'i1l be interest- son Ira who passed away Sunday day.
tion from school orr account of Although M years when she passed
"We siniply like trains." Roberts day_
snow and cold- weather which pre- frOrn life mt, death her memory says, boasting that railroading is
Here's hoping the cold weath
Mr and Mrs. Clay Cook and Ru- and children of near Elm Grove are ed in sharing .with others,- stated in Detroit. We haven't learned
vent the school busen from making and physical activities were won- aecond only to stemp-collecting in dolph Key visited Mrs. Nanie Pas- visiting Mr Washburn's parents, Dr. Woods.
•
the funeral arrangements as yet. will soon be over. •
Mk. and Mrs. N. D. Washburn on 6 The president .believes that Mar.
their trips.
derful
She Was confined to her hobby popularity polls.
chall Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. Buford Barton, •
-nessodde
Some from this community either bed only about three weeks.
ray is in a position- to take the Butch,and John Salmon visited Mr.
dug or
Harold - Loyd Kuykendall spent.North 'Thirteenth street.
Madison county farme
Mrs. Daisy Bourland visited Mr. leadership in What he term; "a 1and Mrs. Geo. Linville over the cleaned 433 ponds f
• ;Austad college at Murray or work
One of Mrs. :Liggotas favorite
stock last
Monday night with Mr..and Mrs.
and Mrs_ Ray...Johnson andthere or aril te_achera who find The
m she Bal,. was the last daYa_cume notL, nor the_y
-kite sind,
•
. Butch Salmon --is- spend- year - b,inging--the-tetal- to Olt
Telles Orr.
''-'weather uncomfortable. but better:I chapter ot-Lscleisastes, which is in- nigh, when thou shalt pay I have
Dr Bert Paschall called to see Bernie Wilson one night -last week. ject7 and is very pleased that thetiii-g• a week recuperating from a
Approximately. 30.000 board feet'
days will come. We"..truat crops I Wrpreted to represent youth' arid no pleasure in them." -She heeded Mr. Terry Morris last Wednesday. Kentucky Bell is sorry she didn't college is able to cooperate in the cold and chicken pox.
of reerand wallie oak were marked
' will be better. '
I old age The first verse is. "Re- the above commandment avid Mond Mi. Morris hasn't been very well get to see you.
work of the society.
Kr. and_Mrs. Rubel 'Thurman and for harvest- On 25 acres on. the
Dan Washburn is back on the
,
Yester3Ny. Jssuary 28. my heart I member- now. thy Creator in the joy in the anchor of hope she had lately but is improving some Mr.
The collection of proverbial say- datiMarshall ,
in
ghlers „spent Saturday night Sam „Gold farm
of-thy youth_lidule the _evil in
We wisb-4wes- warrte4-try-the-diatect-societ3r Lurttir-Mr7wnd-lers:--Orvitle-Hriusden cou esti. —
Mrs. -M
---W-"
a - s kEllta211-3-hWelglalur-' - tialis
Pout have been ill with colds.
Berea hoping all the sick people
every where will soon be well
LETTUCE, large hd. 15c
again. The snow wouldn't be bed
PASCHALL CELERY,
if we could just be well,
Stalk ..
1Sc
Lancaster county, Pa. faints' avCABBAGE, New. lb.
Sc
erage only 00 .acres-one-third of
ORANGES,
OFFER
the' average for the nation -but
Sc
Dr. Phillips, lb. ..
their aggregate crop value exceeds
SWEET POTATOES,
Buy 12 of any item except meats,
all L' S counties excepT-Ii7
ur fn
Pound
10c
citrusfruit areas.
GREEN ONIONS,,
Magnesium metal was first .proYOU GET ONE FREE
Bunch
duced commercially in Germany
10c
about 1.913
FRESH TOMATOES,
You save about 10 per cent.
Ripe, lb.
35c
Spring begins when the sun
POTATOES, U.,S. No. 1
Good
starts north again.. In the few
Cobblers and Reds,
•
weeks that remain before planUng
10 pounds
Mt
time, a careful plan should be
ON
Carried Over From
made for your Freedom garden.
Last Year
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DRAPER ANDTART
----DARWIN STORE

TAKE ADVANTAGE OF OUR
MONEY-SAVING

and

Automatic Reduction Sale

Until January -31-

$1.59
48c

—CIGARETTES, all'popular brands, carton
PORK SAUSAGE,Pure, lb.
GROUND BEEF, Choice Grads,lb. .
PORK CHOPS,Center Cuts, lb.
BOLOGNA

65c

SAUSAGE, lb.

THIS IS HOW IT WORKS: The top price on this group of Ladies Coats. Ladies Coat
Suits, Ladies Dresses, Ladies Skirts, etc.,' will autothatically go down each day-until all
are gone. Old Father Time will change the top price downward every day, In this
group you will find Coat values up to $34.50, but they all go now regardless.

35c

TENDERIZED HAM,Sliced, Center Cut, lb.

90c

MUTTON, Hind

3gc

Quarter, Swift
'
s Brand, lb.

LARD, Pure, 50-pound can
HOMOGENIZED

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

48c

•

Ladies Ileady To Wear

ALL

Sale Starts Friday, January 30 th

"

KEEP THIS

$16.95

AD BEFORE YOU FOR

1
MON.FEB.9
11JES. FEB. 10
SAT,JAN.31
_The
2
WED.FEB. 11
MON.FEB.2
THUR FEB, 12
TUE-FEB.3
WED.FEB.4
'6" FRI. FEB.13
.500
SAT FEB. 14
THUR.FEB.5
50C
MOLFEB,15
FRI. FEB:6
clean C oiecleFan 25'
SAT FEB. 7
54" TUES.FEB,16 -lipl
ALL
Final No Exchange-No Refunds
FRI. JAN.'30l'e

MILK, quart

TOILET TISSUE, Best Quality, roll

•- 15c

•••

Better B here every day t o.

REFERENCE.

ythu
in
r gplicnkih
in
isd gerhoouipce of $10Do
yoan
Vilues up to $2,4 50

Your choice anything left
today

You take plea and choice
TODAY

is

•

BIRDS EYE FROZEN

FOODS

•

1 lb. 27c

PINK

Clover Leaf Rolls, box_

22c

Green Peas, 12-oz. pkg.

33c

Green Bean's, French style

33c

Strawberries, whole or sliced

60c

Going

de...,4 price today
CROWE

Pies, rwarly to balott,lkach
- -59c
Corn on Cob, 4 soss-to pkg. ... 17c

Take yent pick and choice
TODAY

SALMON, Best Quality, Tall Can

51

IF ANYTHING LEFT
TODAY .

7,0

l

li b
i,
e gone.
SurelA
yNlt wilimaG
EFE

ifi
Your pick
and choice
TODAY54

54c

50

S2.,

Is unlucky for
l'S

Take yew choice_
TODAY

29c

$

and going on
DOWN.

Anything left
TODAY

$7 DO

Ream
iles
mab
les
er anroen.ninNAtiaLis(
g rou e.
'home

Pound

53 00

The top price
TODAY

S900

50

I

MACKEREL, Tall Can

26c'

GET ANYTHING LEFT
TODAY

PAY40c dozen cash for EGGS

SALES

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE

BALLET IN BOOTS-Nina'
Radulosa Makowski, 20,
Italian ballet tdancer, arrives in the V. S. on the .
liner Sobieski with her soldier-husband, Arthur, of
Rochester, N. 7. Galoshes
don't seem to hinder a
graceful toe=dante Dose.

•

"STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN
Rudolph Thurman, Owlier

out.

Telephone 130

DRAPER 1 DARWIN STORE

East
Main
Street

PHONE
482

••••
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